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Quality and value you can trust
Proven, robust, efficient and cost-effective machinery from RECO comes with service
and support that will never let you down.
So we are proud to represent Brevi, the Italian brand of cultivation machinery
that in Europe has become synonymous with reliability – as well as outstanding
quality and unbeatable value.
As the sole UK distributor of Brevi rotary cultivators, we are delighted to offer
growers in this country the opportunity to benefit from machinery which is founded
on advanced R&D that responds to the needs of the modern industry.
State-of-the-art production facilities, top quality manufacturing and specially
sourced steel that combines high tensile strength with elasticity are also key Brevi
components.
The highly competitive prices we are able to offer are backed by the rich
manufacturing heritage of the Breviglieri (hence Brevi) family. In Italy, the name
Breviglieri is associated with ‘machines for working the soil’. Since 1949, the
company has brought technical innovation to the task of working on the land.
This latest range of rotary cultivators continues that tradition.
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Brevi
Rotary
Cultivators
Rotary cultivators represent the original product created by the Brevi company
which have developed into the sophisticated range of machines available today.
Models are available from 0.85 to 3.0m working widths in fixed frame and
up to 5.0m in the folding frame version.
Mini-range cultivators span 0.85 to 1.85m working widths for 10 to 60hp
tractors and are fitted with a shearbolt PTO. These machines are particularly
suited to working in orchards, nurseries, vineyards, parks and gardens.
Top range cultivators for 50 to 250hp tractors cover 1.55 to 3.0m working
widths in fixed frame and up to 5.0m for folding frame, and fitted with a
disc-clutch PTO.
With their Italian heritage, Brevi Rotary Cultivators are suited to working
in extreme conditions such as difficult, dry, compact or stony soils, with or
without high levels of residue and designed to meet the working needs of
both farmers and contractors.
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The Brevi range of Rotary Cultivators have evolved over the years to have the following unique
characteristics which offer you a reliable and strong product whatever the size or duty:
• Rigid construction a box section frame with double hood and strong tubular side supports
for the main gearboxes gives a heavy duty frame capable of withstanding the shock loads
experienced in all types of conditions.
• Floating front hitches makes connection to the tractor simple and allows the unit to
follow the ground contours easily.
• Water and dust-proof seals for all blade rotor support bearings. On larger machines a
‘cassette-type’ seal is used for extra protection – a critical requirement in difficult soil
conditions or under strong loads. Brevi have learnt this from their many years of experience
and have perfected the art of ensuring rotor bearing protection.
• Strong and reliable gearboxes The gearboxes are manufactured in house or by Comar
with whom Brevi have a very strong commercial and engineering relationship.
• High clearance between the rotor blades and upper hood this ensures that all Brevi
Cultivators will work fast, with a large throughput of soils without blocking.
• Choice of rotor blades and rotors* ensures that the machine can be set up to be suitable
to work in the conditions that match your requirements.
*B170 V only.
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B170 V/B250 V
B170 V
A versatile machine that is available with either
‘C’, ‘L’ or ‘Flash’ blades thus increasing the
versatility of the cultivator for use in a variety
of conditions.
Suitable for use with 70 – 170hp, the B170 is
available in 2.5, 2.8 and 3.0 m working widths.
The B170 V features a heavy duty Brevi cast
multi-speed gearbox as standard and cassette
style seal and labyrinth assembly to protect
the rotor shaft bearing.
Supplied with a side gear drive in oil bath,
choice of skids and a 450mm crumbler or
464mm packer roller.

B250 V
Available in 2.5 or 3.0m widths, the B250 V
is suitable for use with 100–200hp.
The B250 V benefits from many of the same
features as the B170 V and is ideal for large
farmers and contractors looking for a heavy
duty robust model suitable for larger tractors.

B170 V Technical data
PTO
speed

Rotor
speed

Tractor
power

Weight
+ hood
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Model
B170 V 2.5m
B170 V 2.8m
B170 V 3.0m

rpm
1000
1000
1000

rpm
244/303/338
244/303/338
244/303/338

hp
kg
70-120 940
90-140 1020
100-170 1100

Crumbler
roller

Packer
roller

1080
1160
1240

1240
1330
1420

Width
(work)

Width
(transport)

Tines

Cultivation
depth

cm
250
280
300

cm
270
300
320

n.
60
66
72

cm
10-20
10-20
10-20

Options available
Front wheels
Side disc kit
Eradicator tines
Hydraulic seed linkage
Hydraulic rear roller adjustment
Skids for rear roller machine (B170 V
and B170 V Flash only)
Hood leveller (skid machine only)

B250 V Technical data
PTO
speed

Rotor
speed

Tractor
power

Weight
+ hood

Model
B250 V 2.5m
B250 V 3.0m

rpm
1000
1000

rpm
207/230/286
207/230/286

hp
kg
100-140 1160
170-200 1320

Crumbler
roller

1240
1400

Width
(work)

Width
(transport)

Tines

Cultivation
depth

cm
250
300

cm
275
325

n.
60
72

cm
10-20
10-20

Packer
roller

1440
1600
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brampton road, huntingdon, cambs, pe29 3bs
01480 455151
sales@reco.co.uk
www.reco.co.uk

